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Abstract
In this work, we propose a new approach to automatically detect ruptures in spatial relationships in video sequences, based 
on low-level primitives, in unsupervised manner. The spatial relationships between two objects of interest are modeled 
using angle and distance histograms as examples. The evolution of the spatial relationships during time is estimated from 
the distances between two successive angle or distance histograms and then considered as a temporal signal. The evolution 
of a spatial relationship is modeled by a linear Gaussian model. Then, two hypotheses “without change” and “with change” 
are considered, and a log-likelihood ratio is computed. The distribution of the log-likelihood ratio, given that H

0
 is true, is 

estimated and used to compute the p value. The comparison of this p value to a significance level �, expressing the probabil-
ity of false alarms, allows us to detect significant ruptures in spatial relationships during time. In addition, this approach is 
generalized to detect multiple object events such as merging, splitting, and other events that contain ruptures in their spatial 
relationships evolution. This work shows that the description of spatial relationships across time is a promising step toward 
event detection.

Keywords Spatial relationships · Distances between histograms · Detection of ruptures · Hypotheses testing · Log-
likelihood ratio · Significance level

1 Introduction

1.1  Context

Nowadays, the growth of video content is exponential and 
methods for intelligent video systems are needed. For this 
reason, many intelligent video surveillance systems are 
developed in the literature, and each system is dedicated to 
a specific application, such as sport match analysis, people 
counting, analysis of personal movements in public shops, 
behavior recognition in urban environments, and drowning 

detection in swimming pools.1 The VSAM project [1] was 
probably one of the first projects dedicated to surveillance 
from video sequences. The ICONS project [2] aimed to rec-
ognize the incidents in video surveillance sequences. The 
goal of the three projects ADVISOR [3], ETISEO [4], and 
CareTracker [5] was to analyze record streaming video, 
in order to recognize events in urban areas and to evalu-
ate scene understanding. The AVITRACK project [6] was 
applied to the monitoring of airport runways, while the 
BEWARE project [7] aimed to use dense camera networks 
for monitoring transport areas (railway stations, metro). This 
paper aims at contributing to this domain, and in particular 
to the question of event detection, by exploiting structural 
information.
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1.2  Objective and motivation

Recently, increasing efforts have been made to address 
“event” detection problems. Event generally means some-
thing unexpected, unusual, an abrupt change in some ele-
ments of the scene, etc. Here, we address this problem from 
the point of view of change in relationships. This contrasts 
with existing approaches, summarized next. The motivation 
is to account for structural information, as a complement to 
the information taken into account in existing approaches, 
which has already proved useful in many computer vision 
problems. This new point of view in the present context will 
allow us to propose a method for detecting strong changes 
in spatial relationships.

In the two next sections, we describe related works and 
then provide an overview of the proposed approach.

2  Related work

In this section, we summarize related work and introduce our 
previous approach, on which we build the newly proposed 
one, while overcoming its drawback.

2.1  State of the art

In [8], a method was proposed to detect anomalous events 
based on learning 2-D trajectories. In this approach, a single-
class support vector machine (SVM) clustering was used 
to identify anomalous trajectories. A probabilistic model of 
scene dynamics was proposed in [9] for applications such as 
anomaly detection and improvement in foreground detection. 
A system was proposed in [10] based on learning the statis-
tical motion patterns from trajectories of tracking objects. 
Then, statistical approaches were used to detect deviations 
from the learned patterns as unusual behaviors. In [11, 12], 
histograms of optical flow were used as descriptors with 
nonlinear one-class SVM to detect abnormal events in video 
sequences. Unusual events were detected in [13] based on 
low-level motion features on multiple local monitors.

Tracking moving objects in crowded scenes is very chal-
lenging due to the large number of persons and background 
clutter. In the literature, there are many approaches pro-
posed for abnormal event detection, based on spatio-tem-
poral features. In [14], a statistical approach was proposed 
for extremely crowded scenes based on modeling the local 
spatio-temporal motion pattern behavior. In [15], an unsu-
pervised approach was proposed based on motion contex-
tual anomaly of crowd scenes. The authors in [16] used a 
social force model for abnormal crowd behavior detection. 
In [17], an abnormal event detection framework in crowded 
scenes was proposed based on spatial and temporal con-
texts. The same authors proposed in [18] a similar approach 

based on sparse representations over normal bases. Recently, 
Hu et al. [19] proposed a local nearest neighbor distance 
descriptor to detect anomaly regions in video sequences. 
The authors in [20] have proposed a video event detection 
approach based on spatio-temporal path search. It was also 
applied for walking and running detection

An approach [21] was proposed based on appearance and 
motion DeepNet framework, to discover anomalous activi-
ties in video surveillance scene. In [22], behavior-specific 
dictionaries through unsupervised learning were proposed 
for abnormal event detection. A sparse combination learning 
framework was proposed in [23] for speedy abnormal event 
detection. In [24], an approach was proposed based on unsu-
pervised dynamic sparse coding for detecting unusual events 
in videos. In [25], videos are represented by a sparse set of 
spatio-temporal interest points, and similar spatio-temporal 
relationships of interest points are merged to form deforma-
ble interaction templates. Then, Gaussian process regression 
was used to model the geometric relations of the features 
and detect global anomaly. Many approaches [26–28] were 
proposed for detecting anomaly based on motion pattern 
analysis and behavior analysis. In [29], SVM with Gaussian 
sample uncertainty was presented for the problem of event 
detection. A semantic video representation based on freely 
available social tagged videos was presented in [30] for 
video event detection. In [31, 32], a robust structured sub-
space learning is proposed to integrate image understanding 
and feature learning into a joint learning framework. These 
approaches showed encouraging results in image tagging, 
clustering, classification, and image retrieval applications. 
Relationships remain implicit in these approaches, while our 
aim is to make them explicit and to build a detection system 
on them.

2.2  Preliminary work

This section describes our previous work in [33] to manu-
ally detect ruptures in the spatial relationships between two 
objects. First, a fuzzy representation of the objects is esti-
mated exploiting only feature points. Then, spatial relation-
ships between objects are computed, using this sparse repre-
sentation of the objects. Finally, the evolution of the spatial 
relationships during time is described by a signal. The block 
diagram of this approach is depicted in Fig. 1.

Specifically, the spatial distribution of the feature points 
that are extracted using a detector such as Harris or SIFT 
is studied for a given object. Feature points can be used to 

Fig. 1  Overall structure of the proposed approach
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isolate and track objects in video sequences [34, 35]. Thus, 
it is supposed that each moving object is represented by a 
set of interest points isolated from others with the help of 
such techniques. Here, two different criteria are proposed to 
represent the objects as regions, exploiting only the feature 
points. The first one is based on the depth of the feature 
points, by assigning a value to each point based on its cen-
trality with respect to the feature points. The second one 
assigns a value to each point depending on the density of 
its closest feature points. Finally, the depth and density esti-
mations are combined together to form a fuzzy representa-
tion of the object, where the combined value at each pixel 
represents the membership degree of this pixel to the object. 
This allows reasoning on the feature points or on the fuzzy 
regions derived from them, without needing a precise seg-
mentation of the objects. Figure 2 shows an example of the 
fuzzy representation of an object by combining the depth 
and density estimations [33].

The computation of the spatial relationships between two 
objects is based on the fuzzy representation of the objects. 
The angle [36] or distance histogram h between two different 
objects is computed. The obtained histograms are normal-
ized such that the sum of all bins is equal to 1. Then, the 
Quadratic-Form (QF) distance [37] is used to assess the dis-
tance between the angle or distance histograms during time. 
Note that other methods for comparing distributions could 
be used [38, 39]. Let fi (i = 0, 1,… ,N − 1) be the frames of 
the video sequences and hi be the computed angle or distance 
histogram between the objects A and B in frame fi. The func-
tion y describing the evolution of the angle or distance his-
tograms over time is defined as yi = d(hi, hi+1), for each 
i = 0, 1,… ,N − 1, from the QF distance between two suc-
cessive histograms hi and hi+1. The QF distance is defined as 
d(h1, h2) =

√
ZSZT , where Z = h1 − h2 and S = {sij} is the 

bin-similarity matrix. This distance is commonly used for 
normalized histograms (the distance histogram for example). 
Here, we propose an approach to adapt it to the case of angle 
histograms just by adjusting the elements of the similarity 
matrix S. We consider that the two histograms h1 and h2 
defined on [0, 2�] consist of k bins Bi. Usually, for a 

distribution on the real line, the distance between Bi and Bj 
is defined as follows: xij = |Bi − Bj|, where 1 ≤ i ≤ k and 
1 ≤ j ≤ k. However, in the case of angle histograms, the dis-
tance between Bi and Bj is defined as follows: 
xc
ij
= min(xij, 2� − xij) to account for the periodicity on 

[0, 2�]. Thus, the elements of the matrix S are simply 
defined, in the case of angle histograms, using xc

ij
 instead of 

xij as follows:

If a strong change in the spatial relationships occurs at 
instant tr (tr < N), where tr denotes the instant of rupture; 
this means that the angle or distance histogram hr signifi-
cantly changes compared to previous angle or distance his-
tograms (hi, i < tr). Thus, the instant of rupture tr can be 
effectively detected from the analysis of the function y.

In this paper, an automatic algorithm is proposed to 
automatically detect the ruptures in the spatial relationships 
based on the function (considered as a signal) y.

3  Summary of the proposed approach

According to our motivation in this paper, by rupture we 
mean a significant change in spatial relations between two 
objects. Significant is intended in a statistical meaning and 
is assessed using statistical hypothesis checking. In case of 
several objects, as soon as there is a change in spatial rela-
tions between any two objects, a rupture is identified. As 
shown in [40–43], incorporating spatial constraints between 
the objects reveals significant performance improvements 
in multiple object detection and tracking. Our goal is to 
detect in an unsupervised way strong changes in spatial 
relationships in video sequences. This rules out supervised 
learning-based algorithms which require specific training 
data. This is useful in all situations where an action or an 
event can be detected based on such changes or ruptures. 
Here, we propose to use low-level generic primitives, such 
as Harris or SIFT detectors [44, 45], which are suitable to 
efficiently detect and track moving objects during time in 
video sequences [34, 35].

In our previous work [33], a derivative filter was used 
to detect the ruptures with a fixed threshold. In this con-
text, a different threshold is needed for each event. Building 
on this preliminary work, the work presented in this paper 
consists in automatically detecting ruptures in the spatial 
relationships using the obtained signal over time. First, a lin-
ear Gaussian model is considered to represent the evolution 
of the spatial relationships during time, whose parameters 

(1)sij = 1 −
xc
ij

maxi,j

(
xc
ij

)Fig. 2  Original object with the feature points, ground truth of the 
object, and fuzzy representation of the object [33]
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are estimated from samples from the actual signal. Then, 
two hypotheses are defined : “�0: there is no rupture in 
the considered samples” and “�1: there is a rupture at an 
unknown time tr in the considered samples.” Then, a crite-
rion is defined that maximizes the probability of selecting 
a hypothesis when it is actually true. The second point is 
the estimation of the unknown time tr, when �1 is decided. 
Here, the log-likelihood ratio is considered to decide which 
hypothesis is best and to estimate the unknown time tr, if 
hypothesis �1 is selected.

To decide which hypothesis is true, a threshold can be 
applied on the log-likelihood ratio, and this threshold may 
depend on the event underhand. Thus, instead of using a 
fixed threshold in the selection of hypotheses, we find the 
distribution of the log-likelihood ratio given that �0 is 
true. Using this distribution, the probability of false alarm 
(p value) for a given log-likelihood ratio can be computed 
and compared to a significance level �, in order to detect 
the ruptures in the spatial relationships. Moreover, the pro-
posed approach is generalized to handle detection of rup-
tures in multiple object scenarios. This generalization may 
model interaction among the objects and can be applied to 
detect multiple object events such as merging, splitting, and 
crossing. These kinds of events exhibit strong ruptures in 
the evolution of the spatial relationships among objects. In 
addition, the detection of multiple ruptures in spatial behav-
iors is addressed. The efficiency of the proposed approach is 
demonstrated on synthetic and real video sequences.

The contributions of this paper are:

• Defining two hypotheses H0 and H1 in an efficient manner 
and estimating their parameters.

• Estimating the distribution of the log-likelihood ratio 
given that H0 is true and computing the p value.

• Estimating the time(s) of rupture.
• Generalizing our approach to handle multiple object sce-

narios.
• Detecting multiple ruptures in spatial behaviors during 

time.

Note that the proposed approach is based on low-level primi-
tives such as Harris or SIFT detectors, and the goal is to 
show the efficiency of spatial behavior in event detection 
frameworks. To the best of our knowledge, this work is the 
first one that handles ruptures in spatial relationships over 
time in video sequences. However, the proposed approach 
in this paper may be used as the first step to detect areas 
of interest in video sequences that contain ruptures in their 
spatial behaviors, and then high-level approaches can be 
applied on these areas for further processing. The proposed 
approach is hence not competing with existing works, but 
is rather complementary. The work presented in this paper 
shows the validity of the approach in the case of mono-view 

video sequences, which is a necessary step toward extending 
the approach to multi-view video sequences.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. The pro-
posed method for automatically detecting ruptures in the 
spatial relationships is described in Sect. 4. Experimental 
results are shown in Sect. 5 in order to evaluate the perfor-
mance of the proposed approach. Finally, conclusions and 
future work are presented in Sect. 6.

4  Proposed method for detection 
of ruptures

In this section, the goal is to detect the ruptures in the func-
tion y in an automatic way, based on hypothesis testing. 
More specifically, a simple probabilistic model is intro-
duced to describe the evolution of the spatial relationships 
over time in Sect. 4.1. In Sect. 4.2, two hypotheses and 
their log-likelihood ratio are defined. In Sect. 4.3, the dis-
tribution of the log-likelihood ratio given that H0 is true is 
estimated. The log-likelihood ratio and its distribution are 
reformulated under equal standard deviations assumption 
in Sect. 4.4. Finally, the generalization of our approach and 
the procedure for detecting ruptures over time are described 
in Sect. 4.5.

4.1  Parameters estimation

The rupture occurs when the value of the function y rapidly 
changes. For this reason, a simple graphical probabilistic 
model � with two nodes X1 and X2 is constructed that rep-
resent the values of the function y at instants t and t + 1,  
respectively. It is assumed that the value of the function y 
at instant t + 1 is only dependent on the value at instant t 
(Markov assumption). This model is shown in Fig. 3. In 
this model, the conditional distribution of each variable Xi 
is assumed to be a Gaussian distribution with mean �i and 
variance �2

i
.

Under this assumption, the variables X1 and X2 can be 
parameterized as follows:

The set � of parameters of the graph �, i.e., �1, �1, �0, �1, and 
�2 can be estimated by maximizing the likelihood function.

Given a dataset � = d
1
= (x

11
, x

21
), d

2
= (x

12
, x

22
),

� = {d
1
= (x

11
, x

21
), d

2
= (x

12
, x

22
),… , d

n
= (x

1n
, x

2n
)} of 

the two variables (X1,X2), the likelihood function is:

{
X1 ∼  (�1, �

2
1
)

X2|X1 ∼  (�2 = �0 + �1X1, �
2
2
)

Fig. 3  Probabilistic graphical 
model of two variables X

1
 and 

X
2
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assuming independence between the samples condition-
ally to �. It is often simpler to work with the log-likelihood 
function:

From the joint distribution P(X1,X2) = P(X1)P(X2|X1) of the 
graph �, the log-likelihood function is derived as:

The two terms of this function can be independently maxi-
mized. For a Gaussian distribution, the maximization of the 
first term leads to the following classical expressions:

The second term of the log-likelihood function �G(D|�) can 
be written as follows:

Computing the gradient of �X2|X1
 with respect to �0 and 

equating the gradient to 0, we get:

Then, computing the gradient of �X2|X1
 with respect to �1 and 

equating the gradient to 0, we get:

Now, there are two linear equations with two unknowns �0 
and �1 that can be solved to obtain the values of �0 and �1. 
Finally, the value of �2

2
 parameter is obtained by computing 

the gradient of �X2|X1
 with respect to �2 and equating to 0:

At this stage, the parameters of the graph can be estimated 
using the actual data. In the next section, the hypotheses and 
their log-likelihood ratio are described.

(2)(d1, d2,… , dn|�) =
n∏
i=1

P(di|�),

(3)�(d1, d2,… , dn|�) =
n∑
i=1

logP(di|�)

(4)

�G(D|�) = �G(d1, d2,… , dn|�1, �1, �0, �1, �2)

=

n∑
i=1

logP(di|�1, �1) +

n∑
i=1

logP(di|�0, �1, �2)

�
�1 = �[X1] =

1

n

∑n

i=1
x1i

�
2
1

= Var[X1] =
1

n

∑n

i=1
(x1i − �1)

2

(5)�X2|X1

(
d1, d2,… , dn|�0, �1, �2

)
=

n∑
i=1

−
1

2

(
log

(
2��2

2

)
+

(
�0 + �1x1i − x2i

)2
�
2
2

)

(6)�0 + �1�[X1] = �[X2]

(7)�0�[X1] + �1�
[
X2
1

]
= �

[
X1X2

]

(8)�
2
2
= Var[X2] − �

2
1
Var[X1]

4.2  Hypotheses testing

In the literature, there are a lot of approaches to detect rup-
tures in a signal. The reader is referred to [46] for more 
details. Inspired by these approaches, we propose a new 
method based on the log-likelihood ratio between two 
hypotheses to detect and determine the instants of ruptures 
in the spatial relationships between two moving objects in 
video sequences. The two hypotheses are defined as follows:

The hypothesis H0 means that there is no rupture during 
the considered time interval [1, N], and the evolution of the 
spatial relationships in this window can be represented by a 
single model of three parameters �0, �1 and �

�
. The alterna-

tive hypothesis H1 means that there is a rupture at instant 
tr, and the evolution of the spatial relationships before tr 
is represented by a model of parameters �0, �1 and �

�
 and 

the evolution after tr is represented by a different model of 
parameters �0, �1 and �

�
.

In order to decide which hypothesis is best, the log-like-
lihood ratio is computed as:

This log-likelihood ratio is computed for each instant tr in 
the window [1, n], and if maxtr (�(tr)) is greater than a fixed 
threshold �, the hypothesis H1 is decided and a rupture is 
detected at instant t∗

r
= argmaxtr (�(tr)). Otherwise, H0 is 

decided and no rupture is detected in this window. This for-
mulation is valid under the assumption that there is at most 
one rupture in the considered window [1, n].

Using this formulation, two important issues must be 
addressed. First, all the parameters in the hypotheses H0 
and H1 are unknown, and these parameters can be estimated 
using the observed data. The parameters in the hypothesis 
H0 (�0, �1 and �

�
) can be estimated using N samples. The 

parameters in H1 before the instant tr (�0, �1 and �
�
) can be 

H0 ∶
{
yi+1|yi ∼ 

(
�i+1 = �0 + �1yi, �

2
�

)
for i ∈ [1,N]

H1 ∶

⎧
⎪⎨⎪⎩

yi+1�yi ∼ 
�
�i+1 = �0 + �1yi, �

2

�

�
for i ∈ [1, tr − 1]

yi+1�yi ∼ 
�
�i+1 = �0 + �1yi, �

2

�

�
for i ∈ [tr + 1,N]

(9)�(tr) = log
H1

H0

= �H1
− �H0
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estimated using tr samples and after the instant tr (�0, �1 and 
�
�
) using N − tr samples. This can lead to overfitting the data 

in the hypothesis H1 compared to hypothesis H0. To illustrate 
this behavior, let us consider N = 4 points and tr = 2. In 
the estimation of parameters in the hypothesis H1, a perfect 
fit is obtained since 2 points are used to fit a linear model 
before and after the instant tr. For the H0 parameters, 4 points 
are used to fit the linear model. Thus, we always end up by 
deciding the hypothesis H1 since a perfect fit is achieved 
even if there is no real rupture at instant tr.

To avoid this issue, n (even) samples are always consid-
ered in the estimation of the parameters in hypotheses H0 
and H1. More specifically, at the instant tr, the samples in 
[tr −

n

2
, tr +

n

2
[ are considered in the estimation of the param-

eters in H0. The samples in [tr − n, tr[ are used to estimate the 
parameters in H1 before the instant tr and in ]tr, tr + n] after 
the instant tr. In the computation of the log-likelihood ratio, 
the samples in [tr −

n

2
, tr +

n

2
] are considered.

According to the new formulation, the two hypotheses 
are defined as follows:

The second issue is that a threshold � must be fixed to decide 
the best hypothesis. According to our experimental results, 
the threshold � depends on the event underhand or more 
generally on the type of event. To handle this issue, instead 
of comparing the log-likelihood � with a fixed threshold 
� to select the best hypothesis, the distribution of � given 
the null hypothesis H0 is true is investigated. Based on this 
distribution, a p value can be computed, which is defined 
as the probability of observing the data or more extreme 
outcome given the null hypothesis is true. If the p value 
is smaller than a significance level �, we can say that the 
observed data provide a convincing evidence to reject the 
null hypothesis H0 in favor of the alternative hypothesis H1 
and a rupture is detected. Otherwise, we can say that the 
observed data do not provide a convincing evidence to reject 
the null hypothesis H0 and no rupture can be detected. Note 
that the major benefit of using a significance level � instead 
of setting directly a threshold � is the interpretability of �. As 
an example, the user can set the probability of false alarm � 
according to his needs, and then a specific threshold for each 
video sequence is automatically derived. The next section 
describes the distribution of � given that H0 is true.

H0 ∶
{
yi+1|yi ∼ 

(
�i+1 = �0 + �1yi, �

2
�

)
for i ∈ [1, n]

H1 ∶

⎧
⎪⎨⎪⎩

y
i+1�yi ∼ 

�
�
i+1 = �0 + �1yi, �

2

�

�
for i ∈ [1,

n

2
− 1]

y
i+1�yi ∼ 

�
�
i+1 = �0 + �1yi, �

2
�

�
for i ∈ [

n

2
+ 2, n]

4.3  Null distribution

In this section, we investigate the probability density func-
tion of the log-likelihood ratio � given that H0 is true. Given 
this distribution and a probability of false alarm �, a thresh-
old � can be obtained. The probability of false alarm � is 
interpreted as the probability of deciding H1 given that H0 is 
true (i.e., � is the probability of 𝜌 > 𝜂 given that H0 is true).

The log-likelihood ratio between the two defined hypoth-
eses is computed as:

The difficulty here is to estimate the probability density 
function of � given that H0 is true. Let us reformulate the 
log-likelihood ratio as follows:

Thus, the log-likelihood ratio can be split into four independ-
ent terms as shown in Eq. 11. The first term Kr is constant:

Let us call the three last terms Tk(k = 2, 3, 4). Before finding 
out the distribution of each of the three terms Tk given that 
H0 is true, let us determine the distribution of an intermedi-
ary variable Yi defined as follows:

(10)

�(H0,H1) = log
H1

H0

= �H1
− �H0

=

n∕2−1∑
i=1

−
1

2

(
log

(
2��2

�

)
+

(�0 + �1yi − yi+1)
2

�
2
�

)

+

n∑
i=n∕2+2

−
1

2

(
log

(
2��2

�

)
+

(�0 + �1yi − yi+1)
2

�
2
�

)

−

n∑
i=1

−
1

2

(
log

(
2��2

�

)
+

(�0 + �1yi − yi+1)
2

�
2
�

)

(11)

�(H0,H1) =
n

2
log

(
2��2

�

)

−
1

2

(
n

2
− 1

)(
log

(
2��2

�

)
+ log

(
2��2

�

))

+
1

2

n∕2−1∑
i=1

(
(�0 + �1yi − yi+1)

2

�
2
�

−

(
�0 + �1yi − yi+1

)2
�
2
�

)

+
1

2

n∑
i=n∕2+2

(
(�0 + �1yi − yi+1)

2

�
2
�

−

(
�0 + �1yi − yi+1

)2
�
2
�

)

+
1

2

n∕2+1∑
i=n∕2

(
�0 + �1yi − yi+1

)2
�
2
�

(12)K
r
=

n

2
log

(
2��2

�
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with Xi ∼  (� = �i0, � = �0). After a suitable reformula-
tion, the Yi term can be expressed as follows:

where

The distribution of Xi−�i

�0

 term is  (�i =
�0−�i

�0

, � = 1). Thus, 

(
Xi−�i

�0

)2 term follows a non-central Chi-squared distribution 

with one degree of freedom and a non-centrality parameter 
� = �

2
i
 (this distribution is symbolized as �2

1
(�)). Thus, Yi is 

a displaced and scaled non-central Chi-squared 
distribution.

G i v e n  t h a t  H0  i s  t r u e , 
yi+1|yi ∼  (�i+1 = �0 + �1yi, �

2
�
) for i ∈ [1, n]. Thus, T2 can 

be expressed in terms of Yi as follows:

where

Thus, T2 is a displaced and scaled non-central Chi-squared 
distribution with (n∕2 − 1) degrees of freedom and a non-
centrality parameter � =

∑n∕2−1

i=1
�
2
i
. T3 can be composed by 

the same way with the following parameters:

(13)Yi =
(Xi − �i0)
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�
2
0

−
(Xi − �i1)

2

�
2
1

,

(14)
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�
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2
0
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2
1

�⎛⎜⎜⎜⎝
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1
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2
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2
1
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0
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2
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2
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2
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2
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−
(�2

1
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2
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2
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1
(�2

1
− �

2
0
)

�

= c

�
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�0
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+ Oi
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2
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2
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(15)T2 =
1

2

n∕2−1∑
i=1

(
(�0 + �1yi − yi+1)

2

�
2
�

−
(�0 + �1yi − yi+1)

2

�
2
�

)
=

1

2

n∕2−1∑
i=1

Yi

⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩

�0 = �
�

�1 = �
�

�i0 = �0 + �1yi
�i1 = (�0 + �1yi) − (�0 + �1yi)

⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩

�0 = �
�

�1 = �
�

�i0 = �0 + �1yi
�i1 = (�0 + �1yi) − (�0 + �1yi)

T3 is also a displaced and scaled non-central Chi-squared 
distribution with (n∕2 − 1) degrees of freedom and a non-
centrality parameter � =

∑n

i=n∕2+2
�
2
i
. The last term T4 is a 

scaled Chi-squared distribution with two degrees of freedom 
(i.e., 1

2
�
2
2
). We can conclude that the distribution of � is a 

weighted sum of non-central Chi-squared distributions (let 

us call this distribution P
�
).

Given a probability of false alarm �, using the distribution 
of � (P

�
) given that H0 is true, a threshold � is obtained such 

that � = ∫ ∞

�
P
�
d� (� = Q

�
(1 − �) where Q

�
 is the quantile 

function of the distribution P
�
). For a given instant k, if the 

log-likelihood ratio �k is greater than �, the null hypothesis 
H0 is rejected in favor of the alternative one H1, and a rupture 
is detected at instant k. Otherwise, the null hypothesis is 
decided and no rupture is detected. This procedure is equiva-
lent to compute the p value for a log-likelihood ratio �k at 
instant k as ∫ ∞

�k
P
�
d� and to compare it with the significance 

level � (probability of false alarm).
In the next section, a reasonable assumption is made 

about the standard deviations �
�
, �

�
, and �

�
.

4.4  Equal standard deviations

As mentioned above, the distribution of � given that H0 is 
true is a weighted sum of non-central Chi-squared distribu-

tions. In the case of multiple objects or using many signals 
simultaneously in the log-likelihood ratio, the computation 
cost of finding the distribution of � becomes very high due 
to summation of many weighted non-central Chi-squared 
distributions. In this section, all the standard deviations �

�
, 

�
�
, and �

�
 are assumed to be equal (� = �

�
= �

�
= �

�
).

Regardless the benefit of reducing the computation cost 
due to the assumption of equal standard deviations, we 
believe that this assumption is reasonable and may improve 
the results. Technically speaking, two errors may affect 
the standard deviation in a model. The first error is due to 
the precision of the model (model selection), and the sec-
ond error is due to the noise in the data. In our case, the 
same model is used in two hypotheses H0 and H1 and these 
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hypotheses are applied to the same signal (i.e., same level of 
noise). Thus, when a huge difference in � is observed, this 
means that a rupture may exist.

Under this assumption, the log-likelihood ratio can be 
written as:

where

Here, the log-likelihood ratio can also be split into four inde-
pendent terms. The first term is constant, and the distribution 
of the last term remains the same 1

2
�
2
2
. The distributions of 

the second and third terms are Gaussian since their equa-
tions become linear with yi+1. The benefit of this assumption 
is that the sum of two Gaussian distributions is a Gaussian 
distribution, and the sum of two independent Chi-squared 
distributions is a Chi-squared distribution. Thus, under this 
assumption, in the case when using many signals simultane-
ously, the distribution of � given that H0 is true is the sum 
of a Gaussian distribution and a Chi-squared distribution, 
regardless the number of terms in the log-likelihood ratio. 
The validity of this assumption is shown in Sect. 5.1.1.

The next section describes the generalization of our 
approach to the case of multiple objects or when combining 
many signals. Moreover, the procedure for detecting ruptures 
over time is described.

4.5  Generalization

In this section, we show that our approach can be used in 
the case of multiple objects, i.e., by considering many sig-
nals simultaneously, and for detecting several ruptures in a 
sequence.

Let us assume that there are K different signals 
yk(k = 1,… ,K) over time. These signals can represent the 
evolution of the directional (metric) relationships among dif-
ferent objects or the evolution of many spatial information 
between two objects over time. In this generalization, the 
interaction among the different signals can be modeled as 
follows:

(16)

�(H0,H1) = log (2��2)

+
1

2�2

n∕2−1∑
i=1

(
(�0 + �1yi − �0 − �1yi)yi+1 + c

�

)

+
1

2�2

n∑
i=n∕2+2

(
(�0 + �1yi − �0 − �1yi)yi+1 + c

�

)

+
1

2

n∕2+1∑
i=n∕2

(�0 + �1yi − y
i+1)

2

�
2

{
c
�
= (�0 + �1yi)

2 − (�0 + �1yi)
2

c
�
= (�0 + �1yi)

2 − (�0 + �1yi)
2

where r = 1,… ,K . In this equation, it is also assumed 
that the values of the functions yk at instant i + 1 are 
only dependent on the values at instant i, and all the sig-
nals yk(k = 1,… ,K) interact with the signal yr. How-
ever, this equation can only include the signals that 
really interact with the signal yr. Here, the parameters 
ark(k = 0,… ,K, r = 1,… ,K) can also be estimated using 
the observed data by maximizing the log-likelihood function 
(there are K(1 + K) parameters to estimate).

The two hypotheses H0 and H1 can be defined as in 
Sect. 4.4, and the log-likelihood ratio � can be computed. 
In addition, the distribution of � given that H0 is true can be 
obtained by summing up many Gaussian and Chi-squared 
distributions thanks to equal standard deviations assumption. 
Then, the p value can be also computed in the same way, 
and by comparing it to a significance level �, the ruptures 
can be detected.

Now, let us describe our algorithm to detect many sequen-
tial ruptures in the spatial relationships during time Algo-
rithm 1. First, we search in the interval [t, t + L] for a rupture. 
It is assumed that there is at most one rupture in this window 
W = [t, t + L]. For each i ∈ W, the parameters in the hypoth-
eses H0 and H1 are first estimated using the observed data 
using n samples. In order to obtain a robust estimation of the 
parameters in hypotheses H0 and H1, n must be large enough. 
As explained above, the samples in [i − n∕2, i + n∕2[ are 
used to estimate the parameters in the hypothesis H0. For the 
parameters in the hypothesis H1, the samples in the interval 
[i − n, i[ are used to estimate the parameters �0, �1, and �

�
, 

and the samples in the interval ]i, i + n] are used to estimate 
the parameters �0, �1, and �

�
. Then, the log-likelihood ratio 

�i is estimated for each instant i ∈ W . Then, the instant i∗ 
which gives the maximum log-likelihood ratio is estimated 
as i∗ = argmaxi∈W (�i). Afterward, the p value is computed 
using the estimated distribution of �i∗ given that the null 
hypothesis H0 is true. Given a significance level � (a fixed 
probability of false alarm), the obtained p value is compared 
to the significance level �, and if the p value is smaller than �,  
the null hypothesis is rejected in favor of the alternative one 
H1, and a rupture is detected at instant i∗. The window is then 
updated to W = [i∗ + L, i∗ + 2L] to check for new ruptures. 
Otherwise, the null hypothesis is decided and no rupture 
is detected in this window, and the window is updated to 
W = [t + L, t + 2L]. The same procedure can be used in the 
case of multiple objects, where each signal yk in Algorithm 1 
represents the evolution of spatial relationships between two 
objects over time.

(17)

yr
i+1

|(y1
i
, y2

i
,… , yK

i

)
∼ 

(
�
r
i+1

= ar0 +
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k
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5  Experiment results

In this section, some experimental results are discussed, for 
events such as merging, grouping, and crossing for the case 
of two and multiple moving objects.

To evaluate the performance of the proposed approach, 
some synthetic events were created, containing two or 
multiple objects, and also a variety of real events are used, 
selected from the PETS 2009 datasets [48] and PETS 2006 
dataset [47] for two objects and from Friends Meet datasets 
[49] for multiple objects. Here, we call “event” some frames 
that contain a rupture in the spatial behavior. Table 1 sum-
marizes the characteristics of the datasets used in the experi-
ments. They have been chosen to exhibit ruptures in terms 
of spatial relationships and provide good illustrations of the 
potential and performance of the proposed approach.

First, the detection of the ruptures in the spatial relation-
ships between two moving objects is shown, and then the 
obtained results for multiple objects are shown.

Experimental results show that the results of the proposed 
approach are robust to parameters change depending on a 

given signal. In the rest of the experiments, n is set to 21 in 
the case of two objects for both synthetic and real scenarios 
and to 41 in the case of multiple objects (there are more 

(a)

(b)

Fig. 4  Synthetic events TSE
1
 (a) and TSE

2
 (b). a Frames number 1, 

30, and 50 of TSE
1
 and b frames number 45, 55, 74, 95, and 105 of 

TSE
2

(a)

(b)

Fig. 5  Real events TRE
1
 (a) and TRE

2
 (b). a Frames number 450, 

462, and 468 of TRE
1
 selected from PETS 2009 and b frames number 

595, 630, 670, and 700 of TRE
2
 selected from PETS 2009

(a)

(b)

Fig. 6  Events TSE
3
 (a) and TRE

3
 (b). a Frames number 1, 5, 10, 

and 15 of TSE
3
 and b frames number 1955, 2010, 2060, and 2100 of 

TRE
3
 selected from PETS 2006 [47]

Table 1  Characteristics of the datasets used in the experiments

Sequence # Frames # Objects # Ruptures

TSE
1

60 2 1
TSE

2
150 2 2

TSE
3

40 2 1
TRE

1
34 2 1

TRE
2

220 2 3
TRE

3
160 2 2

MSE
1

130 4 1
MRE

1
180 4 1
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parameters to estimate in this case), L to n, and the signifi-
cance level � to 0.05.

Note that the proposed approach is different from the 
state-of-the-art techniques. The proposed approach auto-
matically detects the ruptures in the spatial relationships 
using low-level features. However, the state-of-the-art tech-
niques try to address the problem of event detection using 
high-level features. Thus, the results presented here are not 
compared to any related work, since the proposed approach 
represents an upstream part of a complete event detection 
framework. In addition, we do not compare the results with 
[33] because a different threshold is needed for each video 
sequence in [33]. However, the proposed approach addresses 
this problem by automatically detecting all the ruptures in 
the spatial relationships.

5.1  Two objects

The created synthetic events that contain two objects are 
denoted by TSEi (illustrated in Fig. 4a, b) and by TREi the 
real events selected from the PETS 2009 datasets [48] (illus-
trated in Fig. 5a, b). These examples are used to illustrate 
the ruptures in directional relations (angle histograms, as in 
[33]). A synthetic event and a real event selected from PETS 
2006 dataset [47], displayed in Fig. 6, are used to illustrate 
the proposed approach with distance relations (distance his-
tograms, as in [33]).

5.1.1  Equal standard deviations assumption

To show the validity of equal standard deviations assump-
tion, Fig. 7 shows a simulated example of the signal y of 80 
samples, the log-likelihood ratio �, and the obtained p value 
at each instant for two cases, when the distribution of � is 
obtained as described in Sect. 4.3 without any assumption 
(let us call it “DSD”), and under the assumption of equal 
standard deviations (let us call it “ESD”). In this example, 
n = 20 samples are considered when the parameters of the 
model are estimated. It is clear that the instant of the rupture 
occurs at instant tr = 40, and the maximum of the log-likeli-
hood ratio occurs at this instant in both cases. The maximum 
of the log-likelihood ratio in “DSD” case is bigger than the 
one of “ESD” case, since an equal � = max{�

�
, �

�
, �

�
} is 

used in “ESD” case. If a smaller � is used, this can make 
the maximum of the log-likelihood ratio in “ESD” bigger, 
but this does not change the behavior of the p value curve.

From the p value curves, we can see that the p value is 
almost 0 at instant tr = 40 in both “DSD” and “ESD” cases. 
This means that the data provide a very strong evidence 
to reject the null hypothesis H0 in favor of the alternative 
one H1, and a rupture is detected at this instant. It is also 
observed that the p value becomes very small when the 
instant of the rupture is included in the hypothesis H0, even 
if it is also included in hypothesis H1 (see p value at [39, 43] 
except 40). This behavior is not bad since a rupture exists 
in the considered window, and the p value becomes even 
smaller when the instant of the rupture is only included in 
the hypothesis H0 (at instant 40). As shown, this behavior is 
more restricted when assuming equal standard deviations. 
Another observation is that the p value in the “ESD” case 
is often larger than the one of “DSD” case in the area when 
there is no real rupture in the considered window (a noise is 
added to the signal y). This behavior shows that the “ESD” 
case is more robust to noise.

Figure 8 shows the same curves for a smoothed signal 
y obtained from a real event TRE2 of 220 frames. The QF 
distance is used between two successive angle histograms to 
generate the signal y. There are three ruptures in the direc-
tional spatial relationships as shown by the signal y at 50, 
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Fig. 7  Simulated signal y, the log-likelihood ratio � , and the obtained 
p value over time for the two cases: without any assumption (DSD) 
and under the assumption of equal standard deviations (ESD)
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110, and 200 (the two moving objects converge and diverge 
three times). In this figure, n = 30 samples are considered 
when the parameters of the model are estimated. In this real 
scenario, the mentioned behaviors above (for the case of 
simulated signal in Fig. 7) becomes even stronger, since the 
level of the noise is higher and n is bigger. As shown, the p 
value suddenly becomes almost 0 at the instant of ruptures 
in the case of equal standard deviations. Note that the last 
rupture is not detected since the instant 200 is not evaluated 
(the last evaluated instant is 187). Hereafter, equal standard 
deviations assumption is always considered due to robust-
ness and low computational cost.

5.1.2  Directional relationships

Three snapshots of the first synthetic event (TSE1) of 60 
frames are shown in Fig. 4a (two objects moving together 
and then separately). In this case, there is a rupture in the 
directional spatial relationships, when the two objects 
diverge. Figure 4b shows five snapshots of the second TSE1. 
In this event, the object B moves toward the object A (fixed) 
from the left to the right. Then, the object B changes its 
direction (frame 74), and when the object B becomes above 
the object A, it goes toward the top.
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Fig. 8  Smoothed real signal y, the log-likelihood ratio � and the 
obtained p value over time for the two cases: without any assumption 
(DSD) and under the assumption of equal standard deviations (ESD)
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Fig. 9  Results for synthetic event TSE
1
. a Log-likelihood ratio � at 

each possible instant for TSE
1
, b p value at each possible instant for 

TSE
1
 and c ruptures detected in TSE

1
 for a significance level of 0.05
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Figures 9 and 10 show the log-likelihood ratio � at each 
possible instant for TSE1 and TSE2,respectively (a), the cor-
responding p value for each instant (b), and the signal y with 
the ruptures detected by our algorithm (c). Note that it is not 
necessary to compute the p value at each instant when apply-
ing our algorithm (the p value is only computed at the instant 
which gives the largest log-likelihood ratio as shown in Alg. 
1). For event TSE1, the function y shows a strong variation 
at frame number 31. At this instant, there is a rupture in the 
spatial relationships (the two objects begin to separate). Our 
algorithm efficiently detects the instant of rupture, shown in 
red (a log-likelihood ratio of 13.6 is obtained at the instant 

of rupture with a p value of 0.0067). For the second event 
TSE2 (150 frames), two strong variations can be seen in the 
function y; the first strong variation (frame 61) occurs when 
B changes its direction with respect to A, the second strong 
variation (frame 91) occurs when B becomes above A and 
changes its direction toward the top. Our algorithm clearly 
shows the two strong variations (log-likelihood ratios of 11.8 
and 13.1 are obtained at these instants of ruptures, respec-
tively, with p values of 0.0067 and 0.0041). Thus, the pro-
posed method can efficiently detect the instants of ruptures 
in the spatial relationships. Several other synthetic events 
were created and tested using the proposed approach, and 
similar results were obtained.
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Fig. 10  Results for synthetic event TSE
2
. a Log-likelihood ratio � at 

each possible instant for TSE
2
, b p value at each possible instant for 

TSE
2
 and c ruptures detected in TSE

2
 for a significance level of 0.05
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Fig. 11  Results for real event TRE
1
. a Log-likelihood ratio � at each 

possible instant for TRE
1
, b p value at each possible instant for TRE

1
 

and c ruptures detected in TRE
1
 for a significance level of 0.05
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Let us now evaluate the proposed detection of ruptures 
in the spatial relationships in the presence of noise (defor-
mation of objects, etc.) in real events. For the real event 
TRE1 of 34 frames (Fig. 5a), the two persons converge and 
then diverge spatially. In the event TRE2 (Fig. 5b) of 220 
frames, the two persons (surrounded by white and blue 
bounding boxes) converge and diverge several times. Fig-
ures 11 and 12 show the obtained results for events TRE1 
and TRE2, respectively. In the event TRE1, a rupture in the 
directional spatial relationships occurs when the two persons 
meet and separate. Our algorithm can efficiently detect the 
instant of rupture (a log-likelihood ratio of 11.7 is obtained 

with p value of 0.047) in the directional spatial relation-
ships (Fig. 11c). Figure 12c shows the function y over time 
and the instants of ruptures in red that are obtained by our 
algorithm, for the event TRE2. Our algorithm detects several 
instants of ruptures shown in red, for log-likelihood ratios 
of 10.9, 12.4, and 11.4, respectively. All the ruptures in the 
directional spatial relationships can be efficiently detected 
by our algorithm. It is important to note that our algorithm 
is applied on the events TRE1 and TRE2 without applying 
any smoothing on the functions y, and n = 12 samples are 
always used. This shows the efficiency of the algorithm in 
the presence of strong noise in real scenarios. The results can 
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Fig. 12  Results for real event TRE
2
. a Log-likelihood ratio � at each 

possible instant for TRE
2
, b p value at each possible instant for TRE

2
 

and c Ruptures detected in TRE
2
 for a significance level of 0.05
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Fig. 13  Results for synthetic event TSE
3
 (a) Log-likelihood ratio � at 

each possible instant for TSE
3
. (b) p value at each possible instant for 

TSE
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. (c) Ruptures detected in TSE
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 for a significance level of 0.05
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be improved by applying a smoothing on the functions y and 
using more samples in the estimation of the parameters, in 
the case of real events (Fig. 8).

5.1.3  Distance relationships

Four snapshots of the third synthetic event TSE3 (40 frames) 
are shown in Fig. 6a. At the beginning of this event, the two 
objects diverge at a speed of 4 pixels/frame, and at a given 
instant (precisely at frame 20), the speed of the two objects 

becomes 8 pixels/frame. Thus, the velocity of the objects 
is suddenly increased. Figure 6b shows four snapshots of 
the third real event TRE3 selected from PETS 2006. In this 
event, the luggage is attended to by the owner for a moment, 
and then the person leaves the place and goes away.

In Fig. 13, the obtained results for event TSE3 are shown. 
As shown in this figure, the function y (Fig. 13c) shows a 
strong variation at frame number 20, when the velocity of 
the objects changes. At this instant, a rupture in the metric 
spatial relationships is detected by our algorithm.

In the presence of noise, Fig. 14 shows the results for 
event TRE3 (160 frames). When the person leaves the place 
and goes away, a strong change can be seen in the function 
y. By applying our algorithm, two instants of ruptures are 
detected in the metric spatial relationships for a significance 
level � of 0.05. The first instant is when the person leaves the 
place and goes away, but the second instant is a false detec-
tion due to the high level of noise at this instant. We can see 
that the obtained p value at this instant is 0.0499 (very close 
to the significance level � = 0.05). Thus, this false detection 
can be avoided by using a harder significance level �.

These results can be used to indicate events occurring 
in the video sequences, such as escaping in Fig. 6a and left 
luggage in Fig. 6b.

5.2  Multiple objects

Here, the created synthetic events are denoted by MSEi and 
contain multiple objects. Figure 15 shows the first synthetic 
event MSE1 (130 frames) with four objects which merge 
and then walk together (i.e., merging event). Twelve his-
tograms (angle and distance) are computed between each 
objects pair (1–2, 1–3, 1–4, 2–3, 2–4, and 3–4). The func-
tions yk(k = 1, 2,… , 12) are obtained by computing the QF 
distance between two successive histograms for each pair. In 
this context, the generalization of our approach (Sect. 4.5) 
is applied to detect the ruptures in the spatial relationships.

Figure 16 shows the functions yk(k = 1, 2,… , 12), the 
log-likelihood ratio � at each possible instant and the cor-
respondent p value for each possible instant. As shown, the 
instant when the objects meet can be efficiently detected by 
our algorithm. Here, the directional (angle) and the metric 
(distance) relationships are used together in the generaliza-
tion approach to detect ruptures. In this event, both metric 
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and directional relationships show a rupture when the per-
sons meet. Both relationships are separately tested by our 
approach, and the instant of rupture is efficiently detected 
in both spatial relationships. Similar results are obtained for 
splitting and crossing synthetic events.

The generalization of our approach is also tested on real 
scenarios. The real events with multiple objects are selected 
from Friends Meet datasets [49] and denoted by MREi. Fig-
ure 17 shows three snapshots of the first real event with 
four objects (MRE1) ((a) two moving persons cross two 
other moving persons) and three snapshots of the second 

real event with four objects (MRE2) ((b) four persons talk 
together for a moment and then diverge). Figure 18 shows 
the log-likelihood ratio � at each possible instant (a), the cor-
responding p values (b), and the signals yk with the ruptures 
detected by our algorithm (c), for MRE1 (180 frames). In this 
event, the angle histograms are used to obtain the signals 
yk(k = 1, 2,… , 6). As shown, the instant of rupture in the 
spatial relationships is efficiently detected by our algorithm, 
when the two persons 1 and 2 cross the persons 3 and 4.

Figure 19 shows the log-likelihood ratio � at each possible 
instant (a), the corresponding p values (b), and the signals yk 
with the ruptures detected by our algorithm (c), for MRE2 
(422 frames). The metric relationships (distance histogram) 
is used here to obtain the signals yk(k = 1, 2,… , 6). As we 
can see, two instants of ruptures are detected by our algo-
rithm. The first instant is when the four persons begin to 
diverge, and the second instant when they are still diverging. 
Figure 20 shows some snapshots containing the frames at 
the instants of ruptures detecting (with a red border) by our 
algorithm for MRE1 and MRE2.

Note that the proposed approach for a single signal y can 
be always used to study the evolution in the spatial relation-
ships, for a given pair of objects in multiple objects sce-
narios. As shown by our experimental results, the proposed 
approach detects efficiently the instants of ruptures when an 
average level of noise is present. More samples n can be used 
to account for high level of noise. In our previous work, a 
different threshold was needed for each sequence to detect 
the ruptures in the spatial relationships. Figure 21 shows the 
functions y and g (the derivative of y) over time for real event 
TRE3. The function g is used to detect the ruptures in our 
previous work [33] using a threshold. As we can see, a small 
change in these thresholds could lead to large false positives, 
and fixing a threshold to detect the significant ruptures is a 
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tedious task, without any concrete clue on the probability of 
false alarm. In contrast, here a significant level (a probabil-
ity of false alarm) can be fixed by the user according to his 
needs to detect the ruptures thanks to the proposed approach, 
and the corresponding threshold is then derived automati-
cally and adaptively for each sequence. In our experimental 
results, a probability of false alarm of 5% was used for all the 
tested sequences. The experimental results show that all the 
strong ruptures are efficiently detected using a probability 
of false alarm of 5%.

6  Conclusion

In this paper, a new method was proposed to automati-
cally detect abrupt changes in spatial relationships in video 
sequences. Specifically, the fuzzy representations of the 
objects are estimated and used to compute the angle and 
distance histograms. Then, the distance between the angle 
or distance histograms is computed during time. The evo-
lution of relationships during time is modeled by a linear 
model. Afterward, two hypotheses are defined, and the log-
likelihood ratio is computed. Based on the distribution of 
log-likelihood ratio given that the null hypothesis is true, 
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the p value is computed and compared to a significance level 
� to detect significant changes in the spatial relationships, 
possibly at several instants.

In addition, the proposed approach is generalized to the 
case of multiple objects to model the interaction and can be 
used to detect merging, grouping, crossing, and other events. 
It shows good performances in automatically detecting rup-
tures in the spatial relationships for both synthetic and real 
video sequences.

It is important to note that our approach was tested on 
mono-view video sequences, but it can be extended to han-
dle multi-view sequences. In multi-view sequences, the 
spatial relationships among objects can be enhanced due to 
availability of many video recordings of the same scene from 
multiple angles. As an example, occlusion problems can be 
efficiently addressed using multiple views of the same scene.

Future work will focus on investigating multi-view video 
sequences and multi-time scale analysis, in order to better 
detect events that take more time to happen. In addition, 
proposing a complete event detection framework based on 
spatial relationships as discriminative features seems to be 
promising. Note that the proposed approach can be placed 
upstream of the complete event detection framework.
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